Supplementary Data 3. Lists of PDEGs and the number of their occurrences with respect
to the same drug response phenotype. The nominal p-value for a gene as PDEG is defined as the probability (approximated by the frequency from permutations via permuting EC50 labels) of picking this gene by chance.
Supplementary Data 4. PDEG-interacting genes and their respective computed frequencies
and PF scores in both anthracycline and taxane response networks. The nominal p-value for a gene as N1 for sensitive is defined as the frequency of picking this gene as N1 sensitive and having a larger frequency_sensitive by chance. The same criterion also applied to N1 for resistant, and for N2 sensitive, and N2 resistant genes. Since each gene has both frequency_sensitive and frequency_resistant, the smaller nominal p-value of the 2 should be used to describe the significance. The nominal p-value (1000 permutations for EC50 labels) for a gene as N1 or N2 is defined for sensitive and resistant separately, e.g. nominal p-value for an N1 gene as related to sensitive:
Nominal-P = Number of (frequency_sensitive as N1 scores from permutation >= frequency_sensitive as N1 scores in the results) / number of permutations.
Supplementary Data 5. Results for statistical tests for PDEGs enriched pathways.
The nominal p-value for a KEGG pathway is defined as finding this pathway as significant (adjusted pvalue>=0.2) by chance. Over-representation test was performed for PDEGs in each permutation (total 1000 permutations for EC50 labels) and the nominal p-values for the KEGG pathways are defined as:
Number of finding a pathway as significant / number of permutations.
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